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Early years mathematics textbooks are support material for teachers and learners as they
contain visual representations which communicate and clarify mathematical concepts. There
seems to be a reliance on textbooks amongst teachers in South Africa as they assist in providing
pedagogic content knowledge.
A visual representation has the ability to assist learners in making connections between and
across mathematics concepts (Presmeg, 2006). The visual representations in a textbook may
assist non-expert readers in understanding a mathematical concept (Fotakoupoulou &
Spiliotopoulou, 2008). The research from which this paper emerged was a document analysis
of multiplication and division visual representations in early years South African textbooks
(Grade 1-3).
The framework used to analyse the visual representations was the Visual Representation
Framework by Fotakoupoulou and Spiliotopoulou (2008). The framework examines the type
of VR, the relation to content, the relation to reality, the function of the visual representation
and the dimension of the visual representation. For the purpose of this paper, I only focused on
the type and function of the VR. The type of VR refers to the nature of the visual representation
whether it is an image, numberline, multiplication grid, equal groups, array, table, graph,
function diagram, unifix cubes, beads or counters.
The function of a visual representation refers to the purpose of the visual image and its
relation to what is taught. The different functions include a decorative function, explanatory
function, exemplifying function, complementary function and organising function. A
decorative function is a visual representation that serves aesthetic purposes. An explanatory
function assists in expanding the concept to assist learners in completing the exercise. An
exemplifying function provides an example of how to solve the problem. A complementary
function is a visual representation accompanying the exercise to be completed. It provides the
learner with additional information that might not be required to solve the problem. An
organising function assists the learner in structuring their thought processes (Fotakopoulou &
Spiliotopoulou, 2008).
The findings indicate that the most dominant type of visual representations across all three
textbook series and all three grades are equal groups and majority of visual representations
have an exemplifying function.
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